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ABSTRACT: Heterogeneous nucleation of ice induced by
organic materials is of fundamental importance for climate,
biology, and industry. Among organic ice-nucleating surfaces,
monolayers of long chain alcohols are particularly effective, while
monolayers of fatty acids are significantly less so. As these
monolayers expose to water hydroxyl groups with an order that
resembles the one in the basal plane of ice, it was proposed that
lattice matching between ice and the surface controls their ice-
nucleating efficiency. Organic monolayers are soft materials and
display significant fluctuations. It has been conjectured that these
fluctuations assist in the nucleation of ice. Here we use molecular dynamic simulations and laboratory experiments to investigate
the relationship between the structure and fluctuations of hydroxylated organic surfaces and the temperature at which they
nucleate ice. We find that these surfaces order interfacial water to form domains with ice-like order that are the birthplace of ice.
Both mismatch and fluctuations decrease the size of the preordered domains and monotonously decrease the ice freezing
temperature. The simulations indicate that fluctuations depress the freezing efficiency of monolayers of alcohols or acids to half
the value predicted from lattice mismatch alone. The model captures the experimental trend in freezing efficiencies as a function
of chain length and predicts that alcohols have higher freezing efficiency than acids of the same chain length. These trends are
mostly controlled by the modulation of the structural mismatch to ice. We use classical nucleation theory to show that the
freezing efficiencies of the monolayers are directly related to their free energy of binding to ice. This study provides a general
framework to relate the equilibrium thermodynamics of ice binding to a surface and the nonequilibrium ice freezing temperature
and suggests that these could be predicted from the structure of interfacial water.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ice nucleation is key for climate because of its paramount role
in cloud formation,1−5 electrification,6,7 and precipitation.8−11

Atmospheric water droplets can be supercooled down to −38
°C in the absence of ice-nucleating surfaces.12 Crystallization of
ice in the atmosphere, however, is usually triggered at warmer
temperatures by minerals, soot, and organic and biological
materials present in aerosols.13−17 Organic18−20 and bio-
logical21−23 compounds are among the best ice-nucleating
agents, but it is not yet established which characteristics of
these surfaces control their ice-freezing efficiency.
Many organic and biological surfaces expose to water

surfaces with hydroxyl (OH) groups ordered to resemble
planes of the ice lattice. Monolayers of n-alky alcohols24−34 and
fatty acids24,26,34 as well as the binding site of ice-nucleating
proteins (INP)23,35−39 are paradigmatic examples of such
surfaces. Among nonbiological surfaces, monolayers of long
chain alcohols are particularly efficient in promoting heteroge-
neous nucleation of ice.24−33 Experimental studies of ice
freezing by alcohol monolayers demonstrate that the freezing

temperature increases with the length of the hydrocarbon
tail.24,27,28,33 The authors of these pioneering studies proposed
that the heterogeneous freezing temperature of ice is controlled
by matching between the crystalline position of the hydroxyl
moieties in the monolayer and the undercoordinated water
molecules in the basal surface of ice.33 Nevertheless, there is not
yet a predictive relationship between the order of the hydroxyl
groups in the nucleating surface and the ice-freezing temper-
ature. Finding that relation is the first goal of this work.
Unlike mineral surfaces, organic surfaces can be soft. It has

been conjectured that fluctuations of the surface could
compensate for the lattice mismatch of alcohol monolayers to
ice, increasing their freezing efficiency.25,40 However, recent
simulation studies of water freezing on kaolinite found that
mobility of hydroxyls groups on a fixed, flat, crystalline surface
disfavors ice nucleation.41 Moreover, surface fluctuations in soft
organic surfaces could increase their curvature or roughness,
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and both were shown to decrease the freezing efficiency of
model surfaces.42,43 The second goal of this work is to
determine whether fluctuations in the hydroxylated organic
surfaces can, under some circumstances, result in an increase of
the heterogeneous ice nucleation temperature.
It has been proposed that alcohol monolayers may induce

ice-like ordering of interfacial water before the crystallization of
ice.20,24,29,44 This has been supported by indirect spectroscopic
evidence from sum-frequency generation (SFG) and Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) studies.25,32 Simulation studies on
AgI,45 kaolinite surfaces,41 and carbon surfaces42,43,46,47 show
that ordered water domains are formed before freezing of ice
induced by these surfaces. Likewise, experiments evidence
water ordering at mica, which nucleates ice, but not at sapphire,
which does not.48 The third goal of this work is to determine
whether ordered water domains form at the alcohol monolayer
interface before crystallization and, if they do, whether they
promote the formation of ice.
Molecular simulations provide a powerful tool to investigate

ice nucleation.41−43,45,47,49−75 However, the study of heteroge-
neous ice nucleation with simulations did not emerge until the
last three years, and has focused on ice formation by
graphitic,43,46,47,55,56,58 AgI,41,45,61,76 kaolinite,41,57,66,77 and
other crystalline model surfaces.51,59 There has not yet been
any molecular simulation studies on heterogeneous nucleation
of ice by organic surfaces.
In this study, we first use molecular simulations to quantify

how the order and fluctuations of hydroxyl groups in soft
organic surfaces impact the heterogeneous ice-nucleating
temperatures. Through the analysis of simulations of ice
nucleation by alcohol monolayers, we build a master curve that
represents the freezing efficiencies, defined as the difference
between the heterogeneous and homogeneous ice nucleation
temperatures ΔTf = Thet − Thom, as a function of the structural
matching of the surface to the basal plane of ice and the
magnitude of its fluctuations. We then use the master curve to
predict the freezing efficiencies for monolayers of n-alkyl
alcohols and fatty acids using experimental structure and
fluctuations data and compare the predictions with exper-
imental results reported in the literature as well as laboratory
measurements performed in this study. This study provides a
perspective on how the structure of surfaces impacts the
ordering of interfacial water and modulates ice nucleation
temperatures and provides a framework to interpret ice
nucleation temperatures in terms of the free energy of binding
of ice to the nucleating surface.

2. METHODS
2.1. Molecular Simulations. Molecular dynamics simulations of

alcohol monolayers in contact with water are performed with
LAMMPS.78 The equations of motion are integrated with the velocity
Verlet algorithm using a time step of 5 fs and periodic boundary
conditions. The temperature is controlled with the Nose-Hoover
thermostat79,80 with time constant of 5 ps. Water is modeled with the
monatomic water model mW.81 This model has been widely validated
for the study of the structure, thermodynamics, and crystallization of
water.42,47,49−56,58,59,75,81−115 The equilibrium melting of mW water is
Tm = 273 ± 0.5 K.109 The homogeneous ice nucleation temperature at
a cooling rate of 1 K ns−1 is Thom = 202 ± 2 K.49 The n-alkyl alcohol
molecules are represented at the united atom level, modeling the CH3
and CH2 groups with the Lennard-Jones interactions of the UA-
OPLS116 force field, the hydroxyl group with mW, and using the
bonds, angles, and dihedral parameters of ref 117. We assign the same
bonded parameters to all sites in the alcohol molecule. The interaction

between OPLS carbon types and mW hydroxyl groups is modeled
through Lennard-Jones interactions with εwc = 0.118 kcal mol−1 and
σwc = 0.3905 nm, the same as those for CH2−CH2 interactions in UA-
OPLS. The interaction between OPLS carbon types and mW water is
described by a Lennard-Jones potential with εwc = 0.17 kcal mol−1 and
σwc = 0.3536 nm, parametrized in a previous study to reproduce the
surface tension of the nonane−water interface.117 The interaction
between hydroxyl groups and water is the same as that between water
molecules. To validate the model, we built monolayers with 450
molecules of the linear alcohols with either 30 or 31 carbons (C30OH
and C31OH) in contact with a water slab containing 13 050 molecules
(the carbon tails and a side of the water slab are in contact with
vacuum). We define t and δ as the tilt angles of the alcohols with
respect to the normal to the monolayer−water interface in the
direction of the aML and bML vectors of Figure 1, following ref 33. The

area per alcohol molecule and tilt of the carbon chain in the
simulations at zero lateral pressure are in good agreement with the
experimental values: The area per alcohol is 0.188 nm2 in the
simulations versus 0.187 nm2 in the experiments33 for C30OH and
0.186 nm2 versus 0. 0.188 nm2 for C31OH.

33 The tilt angles for the
C30OH monolayer are t = 7.9° and δ = 3.5° in the simulations vs t =
7.7° and δ = 1.7° in the experiments,33 and for C31OH, they are are t =
8.2° and δ = 1.8° in the simulations versus t = 9.7° and δ = 1.7° in the
experiments.33

We perform molecular dynamics simulations of ice crystallization in
the presence of monolayers of C30OH and C31OH. We construct
periodic simulation boxes that contain a slab of 13 050 water
molecules in contact with vacuum on one side and with the hydroxyl
end of a monolayer with 450 alcohol molecules (a rectangular box with
15 × 30 molecules) on the other side. The ends of the alkyl chains of
the alcohols are also exposed to vacuum. Each simulation box is
equilibrated for 1 ns at 280 K in the NVT ensemble before undergoing
cooling at constant volume (allowing expansion of water against the
vacuum as it is cooled) with a rate of 1 K ns−1 until ice crystallization is
detected using the CHILL+ algorithm,94 which we also use to
distinguish cubic and hexagonal ice polymorphs. The temperature at
which ice forms in the cooling ramp defines the freezing temperature
Thet in the simulation. Error bars are computed as standard deviations
from five independent repetitions of the cooling procedure for each
simulation condition. The lattice mismatch between ice and the
hydroxyl groups in the monolayer is computed with respect to the
lattice parameters of ice in the mW model when analyzing its effect on
freezing in simulations and with respect to the experimental lattice
constants of ice when correlating with the experimental freezing
temperatures. To measure the freezing temperature for flat rigid
monolayers with different lattice mismatch, we fix the positions of the
alcohols to produce the desired lattice mismatch between their

Figure 1. (a) Hexagonal unit cell showing the water bilayer in an
exposed basal plane of ice. Red circles represent undercoordinated
waters at the ice surface, and pink circles represent the four-
coordinated layer of water molecules beneath this layer. (b)
Rectangular unit cell of the lattice hydroxyl groups in alcohol
monolayer, with aML and bML lattice parameters. Solid red circles
represent hydroxyl groups of the alcohol monolayer. Note that to
complete an ice-like bilayer the water molecules have to intercalate
between the hydroxyl groups of the monolayer to play the role of the
pink colored sites in the ice surface. The intercalated water molecules
are the ones that bind to the ice crystal.
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hydroxyl groups and the basal plane of mW ice. To determine the
freezing temperature as a function of the extent of fluctuations in the
monolayers, we select rigid monolayers with various lattice mismatches
to ice and let the hydroxyl groups fluctuate either in the plane of the
surface (in-plane fluctuations) or perpendicular to it (out-of-plane
fluctuations) by constraining the motion through an external harmonic
potential. The harmonic constants for in-plane and out-of-plane
fluctuations range from 0.01 to 100 kcal mol−1 Å−2 and from 0.001 to
50 kcal mol−1 Å−2, respectively. The extent of out-of-plane fluctuations
is defined as the standard deviation of the hydroxyl group distance
from their average positions. The extent of in-plane fluctuations is
defined as the standard deviation of the hydroxyl group distance from
its four nearest hydroxyl neighbors. We compute the magnitudes of
the out-of-plane and in-plane fluctuations, σout and σin, as averages over
1 ns simulations at 280 K, close to the 278 K at which the experimental
fluctuations were computed for alcohol monolayers by fitting grazing
X-ray diffraction data.27

We perform fully flexible simulations of C30OH monolayers with
same lattice mismatches observed experimentally for C16OH, C22OH,
and C30OH monolayers. We use the carbon−carbon size parameter σcc
= 0.3905 nm when modeling the mismatches corresponding to C16OH
and C22OH, and we scale σcc to 0.3800 nm for C30OH to avoid
inducing a static curvature to the monolayer. We then calculate the
magnitude of both in-plane and out-of-plane fluctuations for each
monolayer.
We define the area mismatch between the hydroxyl groups in the

ice-nucleating surface and the basal plane of ice as Xarea = ((aML ×
bML)/(aice × bice) − 1) × 100%, where aML and bML are the lattice
parameters corresponding to the hydroxyl groups in the ice-nucleating
surface, and aice and bice are the lattice parameters for a single layer in
the basal plane of ice (Figure 1). In a hexagonal lattice, a/b = √3. The
mismatch between ice and the nucleating surfaces is generally different
in the two surface directions. We quantify the deviation from perfect
hexagonal order through the anisotropy factor Xaniso = bML/(√3aML).
We define as intercalated waters those that are within 3.5 Å of the

hydroxyl groups of the monolayers (i.e., directly hydrogen bonded to
them). We map the topography of the surface of intercalated water
with the function QuickSurf118 of Visual Molecular Dynamics
(VMD).119 QuickSurf “computes an isosurface extracted from a
volumetric Gaussian density map computed from atoms or particles in
the neighborhood of each lattice point”.120 We use the default
parameters: radius scale = 1.0 Å, density isovalue = 0.5, and grid
spacing of 1.0 Å, to build the surface. We refer the readers to the VMD
manual120 for an explanation of the algorithm and parameters.
2.2. Laboratory Measurements. We perform laboratory

measurements of the freezing temperature of ice on monolayers of
docosanol (C22OH).

33 Water droplets of 0.3−5 μL are deposited on a
hydrophobic substrate, and the alcohol is added to the droplet using a
CHCl3 spreading solvent. In each experiment, we deposit 2−3 droplets
without surfactant to act as a “blank” and indicate the freezing
temperature of droplets due to impurities in the water or possible
defects on the hydrophobic substrate. In all cases, the droplets covered
with docosanol monolayers freeze at temperatures significantly warmer
(approximately 15 °C warmer) than the those of the droplets without
monolayers (i.e., “blanks”), indicating that freezing is caused by the
docosanol monolayers rather than impurities in the water or possible
defects on the hydrophobic substrate. After evaporation of the CHCl3,
the monolayer coverage is calculated using the droplet size and
surfactant concentration. The droplets are then placed in a
temperature- and humidity-controlled flow cell that is coupled to an
optical microscope.121 The sample is cooled at a rate of 5 °C min−1

until all droplets are frozen. We determine the freezing temperature of
each droplet with a video recorded during the cooling ramp. The
freezing temperature of ice on C22OH monolayer is measured with
monolayer coverage of 1.6.
The method discussed above is also used to investigate

heterogeneous freezing by C16OOH (palmitic acid) monolayers. In
these experiments, the freezing temperature of the uncoated droplets is
the same (i.e., within experimental uncertainty) as that of the droplets
coated with C16OOH monolayers, indicating that the freezing ability of

the C16OOH monolayers is no better than that of the impurities of the
uncoated droplets. To further constrain the freezing properties of
C16OOH monolayers, we carry out a series of experiments with
smaller droplets condensed from the vapor phase to reduce impurities
in the droplets. In these experiments, solid particles of carboxylic acid
crystals are first deposited onto a hydrophobic substrate. The
hydrophobic substrate is then located within a flow cell with
temperature and relative humidity control.122 Next, ∼0.1 to ∼0.4 nL
water droplets are condensed on the carboxylic acid crystals. We
assume that palmitic acid spreads on the water droplets to form a
monolayer. The freezing temperature of water droplets containing or
in contact with palmitic acid particles and its monolayer is then
determined using optical microscopy.

2.3. Determination of the Relation between the Binding
Free Energies and Heterogeneous Nucleation Temperature.
Here we explain how do we use classical nucleation theory (CNT)123

to derive curves that predict the heterogeneous nucleation temperature
Thet from knowledge of the binding free energy of the ice nucleus to
the nucleating surface ΔGbind, defined as

γ γΔ = Δ − −Gbind ice water (1)

where Δγ = γice−surface − γwater−surface is the difference between the
surface free energy of the ice−surface and water−surface interfaces,
and γice−water is the surface free energy of the ice−water interface.
ΔGbind is truly a binding free energy density, which we report per mole
of ice nuclei (it has units of kJ mol−1 nm2); however, we call it the
binding free energy throughout this study.

To derive the relation we assume that the rate of nucleation J is the
same for homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation of ice if the
droplet size (or simulation cell size) and waiting time (or cooling rate)
are the same for the homogeneous and heterogeneous experiments
(simulations), i.e., Jhom(Thom) = Jhet(Thet). The nucleation rates are
computed with CNT123

= −Δ *J T A T G T k T( ) ( ) exp( ( )/ )B (2)

where the prefactor A(T) is computed using the expressions of eq 1 in
ref 124 for water, and of eq 4 in ref 105 for the mW model. A(T)
depends mostly on the diffusion coefficient of the liquid, D(T),
obtained from ref 124 for water and from ref 81 for the mW model.
The key difference between homogeneous and heterogeneous
nucleation is the expression for the nucleation barrier ΔG*(T). The
homogeneous nucleation barrier in CNT depends on the difference in
chemical potential between hexagonal ice and liquid, Δμ(T), which for
water we take from the analytical expression provided in ref 2 and for
the mW model from refs 49 and 125 the density of ice ρ(T) that for
water we take from ref 124 and for mW we take from ref 81, and the
surface tension of the ice−liquid interface γice−water(T):

π γ ρ μΔ * = Δ−G T T T T( ) 16 ( ) /(3 ( ) ( ) )hom ice water
3 2 2

(3)

γice−water(T) has not been measured directly for supercooled water in
experiments or simulations. We approximate it through Turnbull’s
heuristic relation, γice−water(T)/γice−water(Tm) = ΔHm(T)/ΔHm(Tm),

126

where ΔHm is the excess enthalpy of the liquid with respect to ice and
Tm is the equilibrium melting point of ice. This relationship has been
shown to be a good approximation for mW water87,115 and
experiments,127 and it was recently used to parametrize the
experimental homogeneous ice nucleation rates.124 Instead of using
γice−water(Tm), for which a wide range of values have been reported in
experiments (33 ± 3128 and 29.1 ± 0.8)129 and for mW water (35 ±
2,130 36,131 35 ± 1,132 and 35.2 ± 2.5),133 we follow the procedure of
ref 124 and use Jhom(236 K) in the experiments and Jhom(240 K) in the
mW simulations to infer γice−surface that match the corresponding
experimental124 or simulation105 homogeneous nucleation rate at
those temperatures and then use ΔHm(T) for water

124 and mW49 to
scale the ice−liquid surface tensions. This procedure yields
γice−water(Tm) = 31.2 mJ m−2 for water and γice−water(Tm) = 30.8 mJ
m−2 for the mW water model. The lower value predicted through
CNT at Tm compared to those directly measured at Tm probably
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reflects on the failure of the approximation than the critical ice nucleus
is hexagonal instead of stacking disordered.134

The heterogeneous ice nucleation barrier ΔG*het depends on Δμ
and Δγ, as well as the size and geometry of the critical nucleus
(number of molecules N*het, the ice−water area A*ice−water, and the
ice−surface area A*surface):

μ γ

γ

Δ * = * Δ + *

+ * Δ
− −G T N T T A T T

A T T

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

het het ice water ice water

surface (4)

N*het is related to the size of the critical nucleus for homogeneous
nucleation at the same temperature by the potency factor f,56

* = *N T f N T( ) ( )het het hom het (5)

where f = (1 − cos θ)2(2 + cos θ)/4, and the contact angle θ between
the nucleus and the surface is set by the value of Δγ through Young’s
equation, γice−water cos θ + Δγ = 0.135 The size of the nucleus for
homogeneous nucleation is given by

π γ ρ μ* = Δ−N T T T T( ) 32 ( ) /(3 ( ) ( ) )hom ice water
3 2 3

(6)

A*ice−water and A*surface are set by the geometry of the nucleus, which
we compute using Young’s equation. This formulation of CNT
assumes the shape of the nucleus is a spherical cap. In eq 4 we neglect
the contribution of the line tension τl* to the nucleation barrier, where
l* is the critical length and τ the line tension of the ice-liquid-surface
three-phase interface (τ is surface-specific and typically very small, on
the order the order of 1 pN m−1). This approximation should fail on
approaching the complete wetting by ice limit, ΔGbind = −2γice−liquid, as
discussed in section 3.3.
With the considerations above, we find the relation between binding

free energy and heterogeneous nucleation temperature for the iso-rate
condition. We start by selecting a reference Thom, which sets the
nucleation rate Jhom(Thom) through eqs 2 and 3. With this, we know
Jhet(Thet) = Jhom(Thom), but we still need to determine Thet that satisfies
this condition. As Thet depends on ΔGbind through Δγ, and these in
turn depend on temperature (see above), we implement the following
algorithm to find ΔGbind that corresponds to a given Thet for a given
fixed rate. First, we make a list of values of Thet from Thom to Tm. For
each of these values of Thet, we straightforwardly evaluate the prefactor
A(Thet) from the diffusion coefficient and determine the barrier
ΔG*het(Thet) that satisfies the iso-rate condition. Second, to find the
binding free energy that corresponds to the nucleation barrier
ΔG*het(Thet) determined in the previous step, we scan all values of

ΔGbind spanning from 0 to −2γice−liquid (i.e., from no stabilization of the
nucleus by the surface to the complete wetting by ice limit), and for
each proposed ΔGbind, we compute ΔG*het(Thet) using eqs 4−6 until
we obtain a match with the one computed in the previous step from
the rate. This procedure is repeated for all values of Thet to make a
curve ΔGbind(Thet) that corresponds to a specific iso-rate condition
determined by the choice of Thom.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Surface Fluctuations Decrease Its Ice-Freezing
Efficiency. We start by investigating through molecular
simulations the crystallization of water in the presence of a
fully flexible monolayer of triacontanol (C30OH) with the same
lattice mismatch to mW ice than the experimental triacontanol
monolayer has to ice in experiments:33 Xarea = 5.7% and Xaniso =
0.87. The monolayer displays significant fluctuations that result
in a dynamic, wavy interface (Figure 2). We find that ice
nucleates exclusively at the surface of the monolayer, at ΔTf =
14 ± 2 K above the temperature of homogeneous nucleation.
The resulting ice is stacking disordered, in agreement with
previous experiments82 and simulations42 of heterogeneous
nucleation. The stacking plane of the ice nuclei is consistently
parallel to the surface, indicating that the monolayer stabilizes
the basal plane of ice. Despite the 5.7% area mismatch, the first
layer of the ice nucleus is directly hydrogen-bonded to the
alcohol molecules through the intercalated water molecules.
These results indicate that in agreement with what was
proposed in the literature25,33 the hydroxyl groups in the
monolayer template the nucleation of ice. To our knowledge,
this is the first report of molecular simulations of heterogeneous
nucleation of ice by an organic surface.
To understand how the intercalated water and ice

accommodate the lattice mismatch and how the structure of
the intercalated water and ice depend on the flexibility of the
surface, we perform simulations of ice crystallization in the
presence of the C30OH monolayers with Xarea = 5.7% and Xaniso
= 0.87 and three different degrees of flexibility: (i) OH fixed at
the experimental crystallographic positions, (ii) flexible to
fluctuate only out-of-plane, and (iii) fully flexible. Figure 3
shows snapshots of the hydroxyl groups of the monolayer and

Figure 2. Snapshots along a simulation of heterogeneous nucleation of ice in the presence of a fully flexible C30OH alcohol monolayer. The
monolayer has the area mismatch to ice of the C30OH monolayer in experiments (5.7% in area and 0.87 anisotropy factor33). The blue and green
bonds indicate water with the order of hexagonal and cubic ice, respectively. Liquid water is shown with cyan points, hydroxyl groups are shown with
red balls, and carbon chains are shown with gray balls. The ice nucleus that triggers the crystallization is stacking disordered, as well as the ice that
grows from it.
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the intercalated water under these three conditions. When
liquid water is in contact with the monolayer, the water
molecules closest to the surface intercalate between the
hydroxyl groups of the alcohols to form the six-membered
chair rings characteristic of ice (left panels of Figure 3).
Together with the hydroxyl groups of the alcohol, the
intercalated water molecules complete an ice-like bilayer
(Figure 1). Our results render support to previous conjectures
and inferences of ice-like ordering of water in contact with ice-
nucleating alcohol monolayers.20,24,25,29,30,32,44 The rings
formed by the hydroxyl group of the alcohols and the
intercalated waters are distorted to adapt to the underlying
alcohol lattice. In the rigid monolayer, the distortion is relieved
through narrow lines of defects that separate ordered domains
of ice-like order. The lines of defects are very dynamic, created
and annihilated within nanosecond time scales, and protrude
over the plane of the hydroxyl groups, creating wrinkles in the
topography of the intercalated water (gray surfaces in Figure 3).
ΔTf decreases from 33 ± 2 K for the rigid flat monolayer to 14
± 2 K for the fully flexible monolayer. We find that an increase
in the flexibility of the monolayer results in a more wrinkled
topography of intercalated water, smaller ordered domains, and

a depressed freezing efficiency. Our results indicate that
fluctuations disfavor the formation of large ice-like ordered
domains and hinder ice nucleation.

3.2. Deconstruction of the Effect of Lattice Mismatch
and Fluctuations on the Ice-Freezing Efficiency. In this
section, we compute the lattice mismatch and fluctuations of
the hydroxylated surface exposed to liquid water and quantify
their individual influence on the freezing efficiency ΔTf. We will
show that the freezing efficiency ΔTf of the alcohol monolayers
can be expressed as the product of the effect of lattice mismatch
and fluctuations:

σ σΔ = Δ ×T T X X S( , ) ( , )f lattice area aniso fluct in out (7)

where ΔTlattice(Xarea, Xaniso) is the freezing efficiency of the rigid,
flat surface with area mismatch to ice given by Xarea and
anisotropy Xaniso (see section 2.1), and Sfluct(σin,σout) is the
scaling factor that quantifies the impact of in-plane fluctuations
with magnitude σin and out-of-plane fluctuations with
magnitude σout on the ice-freezing efficiency. In the following
sections, we address each of these terms and their impact on
ΔTf.

Figure 3. Snapshots of the surface of the alcohol monolayer and interfacial water along cooling simulations for (a) rigid C30OH monolayer, (b)
C30OH monolayer with only out-of-plane fluctuations with σout = 1.03 Å, and (c) C30OH monolayer with out-of-plane fluctuations with σout = 1.46 Å
and in-plane fluctuation with σin = 0.59 Å. The monolayer is 10.4% extended in the lateral direction and −4.3% contracted in the vertical direction
with respect to mW ice, resulting in identical mismatch in area and anisotropy as the one between C30OH monolayer and ice in experiments.33 In the
static monolayer, this results in patterns of defects that are for the most part vertically aligned. Snapshots for each simulation are shown at 240 K
before crystallization (left panels), during crystallization at the corresponding Thet, (middle panels) and after crystallization, a few degrees below Thet
(right panels). Before crystallization, the hydroxyl groups (red balls) and the intercalated water (gray balls) complete an ice-like bilayer. As the
interfacial water crystallizes, we show with blue bonds the first layer of ice, which binds directly to the intercalated water. Green bonds show, after
crystallization, water in the second layer that is located between the ice domains. For each configuration, we show on the right the topography of the
surface formed by the intercalated water (gray surfaces). Red circles mark the largest ordered domain formed by hydroxyls and intercalated water
before crystallization.
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Experiments have shown that the shorter the alcohol chain
the less compact the monolayer33 and the lower its freezing
efficiency.24,27,28,33 Our analysis shows that increasing the area
mismatch Xarea in perfectly hexagonal flat rigid monolayers (i.e.,
Xaniso = 1, σin = σout = 0) results in a decrease in the freezing
temperature Tarea (Figure 4a). The depression of the
crystallization temperature correlates with a decreasing size of
domains of ordered hexagons formed by the hydroxyl groups of

the alcohols and the intercalated water molecules from the
liquid phase (Figure 5a−c). When Xarea reaches 19%, ice
nucleation becomes homogeneous: Tarea = Thom = 202 K for the
mW water model at the cooling rate of 1 K ns−1 we use to
determine the freezing temperatures. The shortest alcohol for
which experimental ice-freezing temperature is available,
C14OH,

33 has the same area mismatch (Xarea = 16%27) and
freezing efficiency (ΔTf = 9 K33) as C16OH. Monolayers of
alcohols shorter than C10OH are no longer crystalline at room
temperature,136 and we are not aware of experimental studies
showing them to have the ability to nucleate ice.
The ice-freezing temperature decreases as the arrangement of

hydroxyl groups in the nucleating surface departs from perfectly
hexagonal (Figure 4b). We define the anisotropy scaling factor
as the fractional decrease in freezing efficiency when the lattice
is distorted keeping the area constant, Saniso = ΔTlattice(Xarea,
Xaniso)/ΔTlattice(Xarea, 1) = ΔTlattice(Xarea, Xaniso)/ΔTarea(Xarea),
where ΔTarea is the freezing efficiency of the perfectly hexagonal
rigid surface, Tarea − Thom. We find that Saniso is independent of
the area mismatch (Figure 4b). This implies that the total
contribution of the area and anisotropy mismatch to the
freezing efficiency can be written as a product of two
independent contributions, ΔT lattice (Xarea, Xaniso) =
ΔTarea(Xarea) × Saniso(Xaniso). Figure 5b,c,e,f shows that, as
previously discussed for the area mismatch, the decrease in Thet
with increasing anisotropy of the ordering of hydroxyl groups in
the surface is associated with diminishing size of the domains of
ordered hexagons formed by the hydroxyl groups of the
alcohols and the intercalated water molecules from the liquid
phase.
The monolayers of Figure 3 have identical area and

anisotropy, but different freezing temperatures. This implies
that knowledge of the lattice mismatch is insufficient to predict
the freezing temperature; fluctuations of the templating surface
must also be considered. We find that in-plane and out-of-plane
fluctuations always decrease the freezing efficiency (Figure
4c,d). It has been conjectured that fluctuations could
compensate for the in-plane lattice mismatch in alcohol
monolayers and assist in the nucleation of ice.25,40 That
would require coherence of in-plane fluctuations to form
domains with ice-like order and matching. Figure 3 shows that
fluctuations have the opposite effect, diminishing the size of the
ice-like templating domains.
We interpret that out-of-plane fluctuations hinder nucleation

because they increase either the curvature or roughness of the
surface, and both have been shown to decrease the
crystallization temperature of ice.42,43 We note that the
experimental σout was measured by grazing X-ray diffraction
with wavelength of ∼30 nm27 while σout in our simulations is
measured from periodic cells with dimensions ∼10 nm. This
suggests that the local curvature corresponding to a given value
of σout could be larger in the simulations and result in a stronger
depression of the freezing efficiency compared to experiment.
Figure 4c,d shows that the scaling of the freezing efficiency

due both to in-plane and out-of-plane fluctuations is essentially
independent of the lattice mismatch, Sin(Xarea, Xaniso, σin) =
ΔTin(Xarea, Xaniso, σin)/ΔTlattice(Xarea, Xaniso) = Sin(σin) and
Sout(Xarea, Xaniso, σout) = ΔTout(Xarea, Xaniso, σout)/ΔTlattice(Xarea,
Xaniso) = Sout(σout). Assuming independent scaling effects of in-
and out-of-plane fluctuations, the total scaling due to
fluctuations is their product, Sfluct(σin, σout) = Sin(σin) ×
Sout(σout). We combine the effect of lattice mismatch and
fluctuations into a master curve that predicts the freezing

Figure 4. Effect of lattice mismatch and fluctuations on the ice-freezing
efficiency of alcohol monolayers. (a) Heterogeneous freezing temper-
ature Tarea of alcohol monolayers in simulations of rigid monolayers
without anisotropy (i.e., σin = σout = 0 and Xaniso = 1) as a function of
area mismatch Xarea to mW ice, determined at a nucleation rate for
which Thom = 202 K.49 Purple, orange, green, and red squares indicate
the Xarea of alcohols and acid monolayers: 17.0% (C30OOH), 15.5%
(C16OH), 6.6% (C22OH), and 5.7% (C30OH), respectively. The
highest freezing temperature, 266 K, occurs when there is no mismatch
to ice, Xarea = 0 (blue square). The gray line represents the fit of Tarea as
a function of Xarea, Tarea = × + +X63.41 sin(0.16 1 1.52)area . (b)
Anisotropy scaling factor, Saniso as a function of the lattice anisotropy,
Xaniso. The orange, green, and red squares correspond to monolayers
with the area mismatch of C16OH, C22OH and C30OH, respectively.
The values of Xaniso for these alcohols and the C30OOH acid are
indicated with arrows: 1.0 for C16OH, 0.87 for C22OH, 0.87 for
C30OH, and 0.90 for C30OOH. Saniso reaches zero when Xaniso
approaches 0.75. The gray line represents the best fit, which is
independent of Xarea, Saniso = 0.64 sin (8.41Xaniso − 6.84) + 0.36. (c)
Scaling factor of the freezing efficiency Sout due to out-of-plane
fluctuations σout. Orange, green and red circles show Sout for
simulations with Xarea and Xaniso of C16OH, C22OH and C30OH,
respectively; blue circles show Sout for a monolayer of perfect ice-like
order, Xarea = 0 and Xaniso= 1. The black arrow indicates the
experimental σout for alcohol and acid monolayers. Gray curve is the
best fit to these measured points, Sout = 0.41e(−2.11σout) + 0.59. (d)
Scaling factor Sin of the freezing efficiency due to in-plane fluctuations
σin. Coloring as in panel c. Experimental σin for monolayers are pointed
out with arrows in black. The gray curve represents the best fit, Sin =
0.52e(−1.96σin) + 0.48.
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efficiency ΔTf of fully flexible alcohol monolayers in terms of
Xarea, Xaniso, σin, and σout:

σ σ

σ σ

Δ

= Δ × × ×

T X X

T X S X S S

( , , , )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
f area aniso in out

area area aniso aniso out in in out
(8)

The functional forms of these four functions, the gray curves
of Figure 4, are given in the caption of that figure. Table 1
shows that ΔTf predicted by the master curve given by eq 8 for
fully flexible monolayers with the experimental lattice mismatch
and anisotropy27,33 of C30OH, C22OH and C16OH are in very
good agreement with the ΔTf measured for these monolayers
in the molecular simulations. This validates the assumption that
the freezing efficiency of the alcohol monolayers arises from
uncoupled contributions due to area mismatch, anisotropy, in-
plane fluctuations, and out-of-plane fluctuations.
Alcohols with odd carbon tails are more efficient in

promoting nucleation of ice than those with even carbon
tails.24,33 It has been proposed that the effect may arise from the
relative orientation of the OH bond of the alcohols with respect
to the surface.33 A recent simulation study suggests that

reorientation of hydroxyl groups on rigid kaolinite surface
promotes ice nucleation.41 The lack of explicit hydrogen atoms
in the coarse-grained model prevents it from capturing that
effect: The ice-freezing temperatures in simulations with fully
flexible monolayers of C30OH or C31OH are identical. The
master curve for nucleation by hydroxylated surfaces (eq 8) was
built to represent the trend in freezing efficiencies of the series
of alcohol monolayers with even number of carbon atoms in
their tails. We compute the ratio of the experimental freezing
efficiencies of odd versus even alcohol chains, Sodd =
ΔTf(Cn+1OH)/ΔTf(CnOH), from the data of ref 33 and find
it to be independent of the length of the hydrocarbon chain,
1.20 ± 0.05. Since experiments demonstrate (and our
simulations confirm) that lattice parameters and fluctuations
of Cn+1OH and CnOH are almost identical for each n,27,33

multiplication of ΔTf of eq 8 by the Sodd factor could be used to
extend the predictions to odd-chain alcohol monolayers.

3.3. Binding Free Energy of Ice to the Surface
Controls the Freezing Efficiency. To compare the ΔTf
predicted by the master curve constructed from simulation data
(eq 8) with ΔTf measured in experiments of ice crystallization
by alcohol monolayers we must take into account that the

Figure 5. Increase in the roughness of intercalated water correlates with a decrease in ice-freezing efficiency. All surfaces correspond to rigid alcohol
monolayers, with different lattice mismatch (a−c, e−f) or displacement of the carbon tails by half unit cell (2.215 Å in the direction of the a vector in
Figure 1) in (d), indicated in the corresponding labels. Same representations and color coding as in Figure 3: Left panel for each surface shows the
hydroxyl groups in red and intercalated water in gray; right panel shows the surface (topography) of the intercalated water at the interface. The labels
indicate the freezing efficiency of each surface, which decreases with increasing roughness of the intercalated water.

Table 1. Comparison of ΔTf in Simulations of Unconstrained Monolayers and Predictions of the Master Curve Using the Values
of Xarea, Xaniso, σout, and σin Obtained from the Simulations

surface
lattice mismatch,

Xarea, %
lattice anisotropy,

Xaniso

out-of-plane fluctuations,
σout (Å)

in-plane fluctuations,
σin (Å)

ΔTf
master curve

(K)
ΔTf

simulation

(K)

C30OH
a 5.7 0.87 1.46 0.59 13 14 ± 2

C20OH
a 14.2 0.92 0.94 0.54 8 9 ± 3

C16OH
b 15.5 1.0 1.20 0.55 7 10 ± 2

aLattice parameters from ref 33. bLattice parameters from ref 27.
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crystallization rates used to obtain Thet are different in the
simulations and experiments. We derive in section 2.3 a
relationship between the binding free energy of ice to the
nucleating surface ΔGbind and the temperature of heteroge-
neous ice nucleation Thet using the framework of classical
nucleation theory (CNT).123 We assume that the rate of
heterogeneous nucleation at Thet is the same as the rate of
homogeneous nucleation at Thom, which is an appropriate
approximation if the time scales of the heterogeneous and
homogeneous nucleation experiments (or simulations) are the
same. The ice nucleation rate in the simulations of
homogeneous and heterogeneous crystallization of this study
is ∼1027 cm−3 s−1, given by the cooling rate and volume of the
simulation cells.49,87 The experiments of ice nucleation by
alcohol monolayers in the literature33 and in this study are
conducted at conditions that lead to Thom = 238 K, which
corresponds to a nucleation rate of ∼105 cm−3 s−1.124 For each
nucleation rate, we compute the freezing efficiency ΔTf = Thet
− Thom that corresponds to the binding free energy of ice
ΔGbind. Figure 6 shows the relation between ΔGbind and ΔTf
derived using experimental data2,124 at the nucleation rate
corresponding to Thom = 238 K (orange curve) and using mW
data49,81 at the nucleation rates that produce Thom = 238 and
202 K (green curves). The binding free energy must be
negative to promote heterogeneous nucleation. Figure 6 shows
that for a given nucleation rate the stronger the binding of ice

to the surface the more stabilized is the ice nucleus and the
higher the heterogeneous freezing temperature.
The ice nucleus completely wets the surface when the

binding free energy approaches −2γice−water (ΔGbind →
−2γice−water, dashed line in Figure 6). Equation 4 predicts that
the formation of the critical nucleus is barrierless beyond that
limit (region of complete wetting by ice in Figure 6). On
approaching this limit, the line tension of the ice−liquid−
surface line, neglected in eq 4, would make an important
contribution to the free energy barrier of nucleation and should
be included in the CNT formulation.137,138 Moreover,
Iwamatsu has demonstrated that the existence of prewetting
transitions leads to break down of CNT on approaching the
complete wetting by ice limit, which results in a finite
nucleation barrier for the heterogeneous nucleation of liquid
from vapor.139 The conclusions of ref 139 have not yet been
generalized for the nucleation of a crystalline nucleus on a soft,
wavy surface; but they would suggest that for surfaces with
ΔGbind ≤ −2γice−water the freezing temperature approaches the
equilibrium melting line but a finite barrier could still exist for
heterogeneous nucleation.
The prediction of the binding free energy of ice to a surface

using CNT depends in principle on the properties of water or
the model, but does not require specific knowledge of the
chemistry of the surface; only its freezing efficiency. We note
that the iso-rate curves ΔGbind(ΔTf) for Thom = 238 K built
using experimental and mW data are essentially identical
(Figure 6). The curve ΔGbind(ΔTf) depends on the selected
nucleation rate (i.e., on the reference Thom). Figure 6 indicates
that for a surface with a given ΔGbind the ΔTf is larger when the
nucleation rate is faster. Hence, it would be expected that if the
simulations reproduce the experimental binding free energies of
the monolayers to ice, then ΔTf predicted by the master curve
parametrized from simulations with Thom = 202 K should be
larger than the one measured in the experiments with Thom =
238 K. In what follows, we predict ΔTf for the alcohol
monolayers using the master curve of eq 8 with the
experimental lattice parameters (Xarea and Xaniso) and
fluctuations (σin and σout) for CnOH with n = 30, 22, 20, and
16 and compare these results with the ΔTf measured for the
same alcohol monolayers in experiments. We use experimental
lattice data from refs 27, 33, and 140 and fluctuations σin = 0.3
Å and σout = 1.0 Å for alcohols with n ≥ 20 and σin = 0.6 Å and
σout = 1.0 Å for C16OH from ref 27. The master curve predicts
Sfluct(σin, σout) to be 0.49 for monolayers of C22OH to C30OH
and 0.41 for the monolayer of C16OH. Fluctuations decrease
the predicted freezing efficiency of alcohol monolayers by more
than 50%. The deconstruction of the effects of lattice mismatch
and fluctuations on the predicted freezing efficiency of alcohol
monolayers suggests that both are important factors in
determining the magnitude of ΔTf.
The ΔTf for the monolayer of C22OH is measured in this

work. The experimental Thet of the monolayers of C30OH,
C20OH, and C16OH are taken from ref 33. In previous
experimental studies, the freezing point of pure water droplets
ranged from 253 to 248 K.24 This limit, however, must be due
to heterogeneous nucleation by impurities in water or
associated with other aspects of the experimental device, as
the expected Thom in these experiments should be 238 K.141 We
note that is difficult to quantify the uncertainty in Thet of the
monolayers: Our laboratory measurement of Tf on single-
component microliter droplets coated with C22OH monolayer
results in Tf at least 5 K lower than those reported in ref 33.

Figure 6. Relation between the binding free energy of a surface to ice,
ΔGbind, and its freezing efficiency ΔTf for the CNT parametrization for
mW water49,81 (green) at the nucleation rate that produces Thom = 202
K in (J = 1025 cm−3 s−1) and Thom = 238 K (J = 10−9 cm−3 s−1) and for
the CNT parametrization of the experimental data2,124 (orange) at the
rate that produces Thom = 238 K (J = 105 cm−3 s−1). The two curves
end at the melting point of ice, which is indistinguishable from that of
the experiment and mW water.109 In the gray area, ΔGbind ≤
−2γice−water, the nucleus completely wets the surface, and according to
CNT, the nucleation barrier vanishes if the contribution of the line
tension between ice−liquid−surface is neglected. Circles indicate
ΔGbind(ΔTf) of alcohol monolayers in experiments (orange) and
predicted by the master curve built from simulations (green) and
triangles ΔGbind(ΔTf) of acid monolayers in experiments (orange) and
predicted by the master curve built from simulations (green).
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The uncertainties could arise from variations in the coverage of
the droplets, which can result in different density and ordering
of the molecules in the monolayer, and even due to the
presence of alcohol crystallites if the coverage exceeds the one
of a single monolayer. Our analysis indicates that these changes
in order would result in distinct abilities to promote water
freezing.
The master curve predicts the right trend of ΔTf across the

alcohols, but underestimates by 10−15° the absolute freezing
efficiency of each monolayer (Figure 7). The underestimation is

not due to the difference in nucleation rates in the experiments
and simulations, as the curves of Figure 6 predict that for a
given surface (i.e., a given ΔGbind) ΔTf for the experimental
nucleation rate should be the smallest. This implies that the
binding free energy of ice to the alcohol monolayers is weaker
than in the experiment. Indeed, Figure 8 shows that the ΔGbind
for each alcohol monolayer deduced from the experimental ΔTf
(orange circles in Figure 6) is larger than the corresponding
one computed from the ΔTf predicted with the master curve
(green circles in Figure 6). The discrepancy may have a
multitude of origins. First, as we discussed in section 3.2, the
radius of curvature Rc of the surface for a given σout might be
smaller in the simulations than in the experiment, because the
simulation cells are smaller than the ∼30 nm wavelength with
which σout was sensed in experiments.27 Previous work on
graphitic surfaces has shown that ΔTf decreases with decreasing
Rc and that the depression is particularly pronounced when Rc
is comparable to the length scale of the critical nuclei.42 The
extent of this correction could be assessed through comparison
of q-dependent capillary wave amplitudes in experiments and
simulations. Second, the predictions of Figure 8 are based on
the validity of CNT. A first assumption in our implementation
of CNT is that the critical nucleus is made of hexagonal ice. It

has been shown that the ice nucleus is stacking-disor-
dered63,82,83,111,134,142 and that this leads to a correction to
the nucleation rates that is size-dependent.134 However, there is
not yet an accurate expression for the correct Δμ for stacking-
disordered nuclei as a function of nucleus size that we can
implement in the theory, and this correction may not
contribute much to the difference in predicted free energy of
binding between model and experiments if the extent of
stacking disorder is comparable in the two. We also assumed in
the CNT derivation that the ice nucleus has the shape of a
spherical cap, which has been verified for ice nucleation on
carbon surfaces46,56 but has been recently questioned for
kaolinite surfaces.72 We do not expect this to be a main source
of the difference in ΔGbind derived from experiments and
master curve parametrized from simulations. As indicated in the
Methods section, in our derivation of ΔGbind(ΔTf) we neglect
the contribution of the line tension of the ice−liquid−surface
contact line to the free energy barriers. This may impact
ΔGbind(ΔTf) as Thet approaches Tm, but should be a good
approximation far from the complete wetting by ice limit. CNT
also assumes that the size of the nucleus is the reaction
coordinate for heterogeneous nucleation of ice. This approx-
imation was demonstrated to be correct for rigid carbon
surfaces,46,56 but still has to be determined whether it holds for
flexible surfaces, such as alcohol monolayers. The third possible
origin for the discrepancy between the binding free energies
deduced from the Thet predicted by the master curve and those
deduced from the Thet in the experiments may be inaccuracies
in the force field. In the following, we analyze the effect of
water−alcohol interaction on the freezing efficiency of the
surfaces.
To understand the sensitivity of the freezing efficiency (and

binding free energy) to the strength of the alcohol−water
interaction, we show in Figure 9 how Thet is modulated by the
strength of the (i) water−carbon interaction, εwc, and (ii)
water−hydroxyl interaction, εwOH. We find that the ice-freezing
temperature of perfectly hexagonal rigid monolayers with 0 and
6.6% area mismatch to mW ice decreases monotonically with
increasing water−carbon attraction. The displacement of Thet
with εwc seems to be independent of Xarea. The freezing

Figure 7. Freezing efficiencies ΔTf of alcohol and acid monolayers
measured in experiments with nucleation rates J ≈ 105 cm−3 s−1 and
predicted by the master curve (eq 8) built from simulations with
nucleation rates J ≈ 1025 cm−3 s−1. Green bars are predictions with the
master curve using experimental structure and fluctuation data. Orange
bars are experimental measurements for the alcohols from ref 33, for
C30OOH from ref 33, and our own measurements for C22OH and
C16OOH. For palmitic acid, the monolayer is in contact with a crystal.
Experimental lattice mismatch for C19OOH monolayer is already
larger than 20% at the equilibrium surface pressure,34 and it should be
even larger for C16OOH monolayers, resulting in null freezing
efficiency. Experimental lattice mismatch at 278 K for C20OH (Xarea =
14.2% and Xaniso = 0.92) and C30OH ((Xarea = 5.7% and Xaniso = 0.87)
from ref 33, for C22OH at 283 K (Xarea = 6.6% and Xaniso = 0.87) from
ref 140, for C16OH at 278 K (Xarea = 15.5% and Xaniso = 1.0) from ref
27, and for C30OOH at 278 K (Xarea = 17.0% and Xaniso = 0.90) from
ref 24.

Figure 8. Binding free energy of the surface to ice, ΔGbind, derived
from Figures 6 and 7 for alcohol and acid monolayers. Green bars are
derived from ΔTf predicted by master curve through the iso-rate curve
of ΔGbind (ΔTf) for mW water at Thom = 202 K. Orange bars are
derived from experimental ΔTf through the iso-rate curve of ΔGbind
(ΔTf) for water at Thom = 238 K. The ΔGbind for each surface deduced
from experiments and master curve in Figure 6 would correspond to
different temperatures. However, if the entropy of binding is small
(ΔSbind ≈ 0), then ΔGbind would be almost independent of
temperature.
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efficiency of the surface is affected not only by the strength of
the water−carbon interaction but also by the position of the
carbon chains with respect to the hydroxyl group of the alcohol.
We find that the flat monolayer with perfect matching to ice
becomes unable to nucleate ice if we displace the hydroxyl
groups with respect to the tails by half unit cell (2.215 Å in the
direction of the a vector in Figure 1). It is interesting to note
that this ineffective surface lacks the ordered domains of
hydroxyl groups and intercalated waters that correlate with the
surface ice-freezing efficiency (Figure 5d). We conclude that
the van der Waals interactions between water and the
hydrocarbon tails promote an ordering of water that creates a
barrier against crystallization. However, even an unphysical
value of εwc = 0 would not be enough to account for the
difference between the water model and experiments.
Promotion of ice crystallization by the monolayers relies
exclusively in templating by the hydroxyl groups.
The freezing efficiency of the surface increases with the

strength of the water-hydroxyl interaction, εwOH (Figure 9b).
Coupled cluster CCSD(T) calculations of optimized hydrogen-
bonded water−methanol and water−ethanol complexes in-
dicate that alcohol water hydrogen-bonds (HB) are, in average,
stronger than water−water HB.143 To complete the ice-like
bilayer, each hydroxyl group should HB to three water
molecules (Figures 1 and 3) through an average of one
donor and two acceptor HBs. CCSD(T) predicts that the
average ratio of HB energy in water−alcohol to water−water is
1.14 and 1.01 for methanol as acceptor and donor, respectively,
and 1.21 and 0.97 for ethanol as acceptor and donor,
respectively.143 The averages for two donor and one acceptor
HBs are εwOH/εww = 1.10 and 1.13 for optimized water−
methanol and water−ethanol complexes and are not known for
water binding alcohol monolayers. The coarse-grained model of
this study lacks hydrogen atoms and cannot distinguish

between donor and acceptor HBs. However, the model could
be reparameterized with more accurate energetics for the
binding of water to alcohol that would improve the prediction
of binding free energies.

3.4. Fatty Acid Monolayers Have Lower Freezing
Efficiency Because of Their Large Area Mismatch.
Monolayers of fatty acids promote ice nucleation at temper-
atures lower than monolayers of alcohols with the same length
of the carbon chain (see Figure 7).33 We predict the freezing
efficiency of monolayers of C30OOH (melissic acid) and
C16OOH (palmitic acid) with the master curve built from the
simulations of alcohols, using experimental structural data (Xarea
= 17.0%, Xaniso = 0.9024 for C30OOH, Xarea larger than the 20%
that results in homogeneous nucleation for C16OOH, as it is
already more extended for C19OOH)

34 and fluctuations (σout =
1.0 Å,27 σin = 0.3 Å, assuming the later to be the same as for
alcohol monolayers)27 for the acid monolayers. The master
curve captures the difference in ΔTf between C30OH and
C30OOH monolayers, Δ(ΔTf) = 8 ± 4 K using the
experimental freezing temperatures from ref 33 and 13 ± 4
from the predictions with the master curve although, similar to
the alcohols, it under-predicts the absolute freezing efficiencies
(Figure 7), and the corresponding binding free energies of ice
to the acid monolayers (triangles in Figures 6 and 8). The
freezing temperatures by carboxylic acid monolayers from ref
33 should be considered as upper limits since in these studies
freezing by impurities were not ruled out. In addition, later
studies using much smaller droplet volumes indicated that the
freezing of nonadecanoic acid coated droplets was indistin-
guishable from uncoated droplets to nearly −30 °C.34 The
comparison of the structural and fluctuation contributions to
ΔTf of C30OOH and C30OH indicates that the difference in
freezing efficiency is due to their different area per molecule.
We conclude that the large area mismatch between ice and acid
monolayers is responsible for their low ability to nucleate ice.
As for alcohols, the experimental lattice mismatch between

ice and fatty acid monolayers increases on decreasing the length
of the acid chain.24 In good agreement with the results from the
experiments (Figure 7), the master curve predicts that the
palmitic acid monolayer, which must have lattice mismatch
larger than 20% measured for the C19OOH monolayer at the
equilibrium surface pressure,34 results in null freezing efficiency.
The freezing efficiency of palmitic acid monolayers may
increase on compression, as it experiences a phase transition
from extended rhombohedra to more compact hexagonal
order145−148 that decreases the mismatch to ice. The crystal of
palmitic acid in contact with the monolayer have even larger
area mismatch to ice: we compute Xarea = 33% from the
crystallographic data of Figure 1 of ref 144. This would make
palmitic acid crystal an even less effective ice nucleant than the
monolayer.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study we use molecular simulations and laboratory
experiments to elucidate and quantify the impact of structural
order and fluctuations of organic surfaces that expose hydroxyl
groups to water on the temperature at which they nucleate ice.
To our knowledge, this is the first molecular simulation study
of ice nucleation by organic surfaces. The simulations indicate
that the freezing efficiency ΔTf = Thet − Thom for this class of
surfaces can be expressed in terms of the freezing efficiency of a
flat rigid surface with the corresponding area per hydroxyl
group, multiplied by universal scaling factors that account for

Figure 9. Sensitivity analysis of the ice-freezing temperature Thet to the
parameters of the water−alcohol interaction potential, measured in
simulations of water in contact with rigid alcohol monolayers. (a) Thet
decreases with increasing strength of water−carbon interaction εwc.
Blue circles correspond to the rigid monolayer with perfect structural
matching to ice, Xarea = 0 and Xaniso = 1. Green circles correspond to
the monolayer with the area mismatch of the C22OH monolayer in
experiments, Xarea = 6.6%, but without any anisotropy, i.e., Xaniso = 1.
Filled circles indicate the parameters in the simulations used to build
the master curve. Additional calculations for various Xaniso at Xarea = 0
and 6.6% indicate that Saniso is insensitive to the strength of the water−
carbon interactions εwc. (b) Thet increases with increasing ratio
between the strength of OH−water interaction εwOH and water−water
interaction εww. As in panel a, blue circles represent the rigid
monolayer with perfect structural matching to ice. The filled circle
corresponds to the parameter used to build the master curve in this
study. According to ab initio CCSD(T) calculations, the average
strength of the optimized water−alcohol hydrogen bond is 10 and 13%
higher than for water−water for methanol and ethanol, respectively.143
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the departure of the order of the hydroxyl groups from
perfectly hexagonal and the fluctuations of the hydroxyl groups
in and out of the plane of the surface. We find that both
structural mismatch and fluctuations decrease the freezing
efficiency of ice-nucleating surfaces.
In agreement with previous interpretation of experimental

data,33 we conclude that monolayers of n-alkyl alcohols are
more efficient ice nucleants than are monolayers of fatty acids
because for a given chain length they produce more compact
monolayers that have better structural matching to the basal
plane of ice. The simulations indicate that fluctuations decrease
by half the freezing efficiency of alcohol monolayers with
respect to that predicted from lattice matching alone. We
interpret that fluctuations decrease the freezing efficiency
because they increase the curvature or roughness of the surface,
which have deleterious effects on ice nucleation.42,43

From the simulations of freezing by alcohol monolayers, we
build a master curve to predict the freezing efficiency of
hydroxylated organic surfaces as a function of their fluctuations
and structural mismatch to ice. The master curve faithfully
reproduces the freezing efficiencies measured in the simulations
and correctly predicts the evolution of the experimental
freezing efficiencies of alcohols and acids with chain length.
The master curve, however, underestimates the freezing
efficiencies of these surfaces. We demonstrate that this is due
to a systematic underestimation of the binding free energies of
ice to the alcohol and acid monolayers by the simulation model,
which could arise from invalidity of some approximations of
CNT, a larger effective curvature of the finite surface in
simulations than in experiments, or the water−alcohol force
field in the simulations. An assessment of the effect of the force
field indicates that the freezing efficiency of the surface
increases with the strength of the water−hydroxyl interaction
and decreases with increasing attraction of water to the
hydrocarbon moieties. The theoretical framework we provide
to relate the freezing efficiency of a surface to its binding free
energy is a powerful tool that can be extended to the analysis
and prediction of the nonequilibrium ice-freezing efficiency of
any surface from an equilibrium property that can be measured
in simulations or experiments.
This work provides a relationship between the order and

fluctuations of ice-nucleating surfaces, the structure of water
intercalated with the monolayer, the thermodynamics of
binding of ice to the surface, and the heterogeneous
crystallization temperature of ice. Preordered domains of
interfacial water with ice-like order have been identified in
simulations41−43,45,46,51,55,59 and experiments48 of ice-nucleating
surfaces. These preordered domains are the birthplace of ice on
carbon surfaces and decrease the nucleation barrier through
stabilization of the ice crystallites.42,43,46 Likewise, we find that
regularly hydroxylated organic surfaces can order interfacial
water to produce domains of ice-like hexagons, and that these
preordered domains are the birthplace of ice. The ice-like
domains on alcohol monolayers are formed by the hydroxyl
groups from the alcohols intercalated with interfacial waters
from the liquid. The ice nuclei hydrogen bond directly to the
intercalated water molecules. Importantly, the topography of
the intercalated water layer in the ice-like domains is smoother
than nonordered regions of the surface, which facilitates the
nucleation of the ice crystals. Increasing the flexibility of the
surface or structural mismatch to ice results in smaller ice-like
domains, rougher water interface, weaker binding to ice, and
poorer ice nucleation ability of the surface. The identification of

spectroscopic signatures associated with the ice-like ordering of
interfacial water25,32,48,149 suggests that it may be possible to
predict ice-freezing efficiency of ice-nucleating surfaces
quantitatively from the spectra of interfacial water.
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